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Coordination between unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) has received increasing attention in recent
years. The list of successful applications of UAV–UGV coordination systems is growing and demonstrates that UAV–UGV coordination can
provide real-world solutions that other types of coordination cannot offer. This paper systematically reviews the advances in UAV–UGV
coordination systems during the period of 2015–2020 and offers a comprehensive investigation and analysis of the recent research. First,
the essential elements in the UAV–UGV coordination systems are analyzed, and four key functional roles are identified. The close
collaboration among functional roles can achieve the UAV–UGV coordination on perception, task, and motion. From the perspective of
functional roles, UAV–UGV coordination systems can be further classified into eight categories. The functional-role-based category pro-
vides novel insights into analyzing various patterns of UAV–UGV coordination. This paper also discusses the challenges related to UAV–
UGV coordination.
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1. Introduction

In the last decade, an increasing variety of applications of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)–unmanned ground vehi-
cles (UGVs) coordination systems in the military and civil-
ian areas demonstrates the capabilities of UAV–UGV
coordination in providing solutions that other types of co-
ordination cannot offer. The UAV–UGV coordination systems
are used in many applications (both individually and col-
lectively), including exploration [1], surveillance [2], rescue
[3], and agriculture [4].

The UAV–UGV coordination system involves UGVs and
UAVs working together to achieve a common goal and
coordinating their actions in order to make full use of
their individual capabilities or skills. The strong

complementarities between UAVs and UGVs provide a new
breakthrough for the application of UAV–UGV coordination
systems. UAVs can move rapidly from one place to another,
can provide global as well as precise views on the envi-
ronment, and are less prone to communication and GPS
signal outages than UGVs. UGVs can carry larger payloads
and endure longer missions. They operate closer to the
environment and provide the capacities to intervene on the
environment, to deploy sensing and communicating devices,
and to perceive details that a UAV might miss [5].

Table 1 lists the characteristics with respect to UAVs and
UGVs. It can be observed from the table that, both UAVs and
UGVs have their own limitations, which notably reduce their
efficiency in performing tasks to some extent [6]. On the
other hand, the great heterogeneity and complementaries
between UAVs and UGVs in dynamics, speed, sensing,
communication, functions, and so forth, make the UAGVSs
powerful to complete a variety of complicated task. The
UAV–UGV coordination system combines the strengths of
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ground and aerial robots to provide on-demand sensing
capabilities.

The topic of UAV–UGV coordination falls under the field
of multi-robot coordination. Due to the great heterogeneity
between UAV and UGV, the current research results on
multi-robot system (MRS) cannot be directly used to the
UAV–UGV coordination system. Special attention needs to
be given to new features presented in the UAV–UGV coor-
dination system. Unlike the existing MRS which mainly fo-
cuses on UAVs or UGVs, the UAV–UGV coordination system
needs to process information from totally different plat-
forms and effectively coordinate the behaviors of UAVs and
UGVs, which make the research on UAV–UGV coordination
systems more challenging.

The closest survey to UAV–UGV coordination systems is
published almost five years ago. Chen et al. [6] reviewed a
number of influential and successful types of UAV–UGV
coordination systems and proposed a taxonomy for classi-
fication of existing UAV–UGV coordination systems in which
different types of UAV–UGV coordination systems could be
described in a consistent manner. In the strict sense, the
paper is just a taxonomy and does not review related re-
search works.

Other surveys had a narrower scope than our work and
focused on revealing multiple technical aspects of UAV–
UGV coordination systems. Duan and Liu [7] analyzed the
key issues in multiple unmanned air/ground vehicles
heterogeneous cooperation, including heterogeneous
flocking, formation control, formation stability, network
control, and actual applications. Waslander [8] surveyed
six technical challenges in UAV/UGV team coordination:

relative tracking, coordinated landing, formation control,
target detection/tracking, task assignment, and localiza-
tion/mapping. Çaşka and Gayrette [9] reviewed various
UAV/UGV collaboration frameworks and approaches
according to system application. In a recent survey by Cajo
et al. [10], the authors focused on the control problems of
the UAVs and UGVs that have been addressed by the
fractional-order techniques over the last decade.

The innovations and main contributions of the paper are
the following.

. This paper provides an overview of the recent advances
in UAV–UGV coordination systems from 2015 to
2020. The UAV–UGV coordination systems are
classified into eight different settings, from the perspec-
tive of the functional roles that UGVs and UAVs have in a
system.

. We present several open research issues that call for
the attention of the researchers involving UAV–UGV
coordination.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the four essential elements of the
UAV–UGV coordination system and introduces various
functional roles in a UAV–UGV coordination system. We
categorize UAV–UGV coordination systems into two differ-
ent settings, depending on whether the functional roles
between UGVs and UAVs are the same, and survey them in
Secs. 3 and 4, respectively. For each setting, different cate-
gories are identified and reviewed according to the func-
tional roles of UGVs and UAVs in a UAV–UGV coordination
system. Section 5 discusses the identified eight categories of

Table 1. Comparison between different types of UAVs and UGVs.

Vehicle types Mobility Adaptability Sensing Endurance Payload Others

Multirotor UAV low speed can land in very small
area

precise inspection short small easy of use

VTOL and hover land on rough
surfaces

Helicopter UAV quick speed can land in small area precise inspection long middle hard to control
VTOL and hover land on rough

surfaces

Fixed-wing UAV high speed large landing space
needed

large area coverage long Large

no VTOL/hover great stability in wind

Tracked UGV low speed can move on rough
terrain

small field of view short very large
maneuver in tight

places

Wheeled UGV Quick speed easily slide on slopes small field of view long quite large light weight
high maneuverability sink into soil and wet

ground

Note: VTOL stands for vertical take-off and landing.
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UAV–UGV coordination systems. Section 6 discusses the
remaining challenges. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Essential Elements and Categorization

This section will analyze the essential elements in a UAV–
UGV coordination system: UGVs, UAVs, tasks, and environ-
ments, as shown Fig. 1. In addition, according to the skills
and activities of UGVs and UAVs in a UAV–UGV coordination
system, four key functional roles are identified. Since the
close collaboration among these roles is necessary in order to
achieve the UAV–UGV coordination. Sections 3 and 4 will use
the functional roles as the criteria of the classification to re-
view the recent advances in UAV–UGV coordination systems.

2.1. UGV and UAV

UGVs can take on various configurations in different UAV–
UGV coordination systems. Two propulsion configurations
for UGVs are commonly used: tracked vehicles and wheeled
vehicles. Tracked configurations consist of continuous
treads powered by two or more wheels and increase the
contact area of the vehicle with the ground. This can
improve traction in difficult terrains. When difficult terrain
is to be navigated for a specific application, tracked UGVs
may be preferred [11]. Wheeled vehicles can be character-
ized by the type of wheel used and the number of wheels
used, each with advantages and disadvantages for different
wheel configurations in terms of stability, maneuverability,
and controllability, as discussed by Siegwart et al. [12].

Wheeled UGVs often allow for higher speeds than tracked
UGVs.

UAV features in the UAV–UGV coordination system may
vary depending on the application, in order for them to
fulfill their specific task. The use of UAVs in the UAV–UGV
coordination system can be categorized as fixed wing,
multirotor, or single rotor.

. Fixed wing: The fixed-wing UAV has lower energy
requirements and longer flight time than multi-rotor.
However, it cannot hover or make tight turns, which
limits its deployment in certain applications. In recent
years, a new hybrid category has received special atten-
tion: convertible UAV [13]. They combine rotorcraft for
take-off and landing maneuvers with fixed wing for
energy-efficient long-range flights.

. Multirotor: These vehicles have one or more rotors (e.g.
quadrotor [14, 15]) and can achieve stable hovering and
precise flight by adjusting rotor speed and balancing
different forces. The multirotor can operate in a wide
speed range and can take off and land vertically.

. Single rotor (Helicopter): The single rotor can take off
and land vertically, hover, and fly forward and backward.
It is more efficient and stable than multirotor. However, a
helicopter with a single giant rotor has a higher
mechanical complexity.

2.2. Task

The UAV–UGV coordination system is assigned a wide va-
riety of tasks with varying degrees of complexity. Task
complexity determines the difficulty of the task, which

Fig. 1. Essential elements of UAV–UGV coordination system.
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affects the number and type of vehicles needed to complete
it and which may be composed of multiple simpler sub-
tasks. Single-vehicle tasks can be accomplished by one ve-
hicle, such as small-scale mapping, pick and place, and
navigation problems. Multi-vehicle tasks require multiple
cooperating vehicles. Multi-vehicle tasks can be further
distinguished based on the required level of cooperation for
successful completion, ranging from loosely to tightly co-
ordinated. Loosely coordinated tasks can be decomposed
into sub-tasks that can be independently executed with
minimum interaction among vehicles. Examples include
large-scale exploration and mapping, hazardous material
collection, tracking, and surveillance. In such scenarios, the
environment can be divided into disjoint areas, and the
vehicles operate within their specified areas. Tightly cou-
pled tasks are not decomposable and require coordinated
execution with significant interaction among vehicles.
Examples include formation and large-scale construction.

Metrics are crucial for tracking, assessing, and compar-
ing a process, task, or system with respect to performance,
usability, efficiency, quality, and reliability, as defined by the
system performance goals. Metrics can also be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of a UAV–UGV coordination sys-
tem and its members on various levels. Some evaluation
criteria in the UAV–UGV coordination system are domain-
specific. For exploration and mapping, performance mea-
sures include navigation accuracy or error of the object
position [16]. In addition to domain-specific criteria, there
are several common metrics in the UAV–UGV coordination
system, including solution optimality, algorithm time com-
plexity, load balancing, resource utilization, robustness to
noise, scalability and so on.

2.3. Environment

An environment is everything in the world that surrounds
UGVs and UAVs. An environment provides UGVs and UAVs
with something to perceive or change and somewhere to
“live” and collaborate.

The environments confronted by UGVs and UAVs can
greatly differ. The ground environments confronted by UGVs
are complex and diverse and may contain positive obstacles
such as rocks or trees (or indoors obstacles like furniture)
and a negative obstacle such as a ditch, which can restrict
the behavior of UGVs or force them to change their behavior.
In addition, structured and unstructured roads are con-
tained from those designed to standards and range from
well-marked to barely perceptible dirt tracks. Structured
roads have known, constant geometries (e.g. lane width,
radius of curvature) and clear lane and boundary markings.
Unstructured roads may be of variable geometry, have
abrupt changes in curvature, and may be difficult to

distinguish from the background (e.g. may be paved or
unpaved). The dynamic objects (e.g. humans or animals) in
an environment may change trajectory suddenly and with-
out warning pose challenges for motion planning of UGVs.
Complex environments (e.g. occlusion, cluttered back-
ground, or partial and full changing illuminations) can make
the detection of objects in the environment difficult [17].
Detecting obstacles on unstructured roads, in particular,
may be more difficult because curves or dips may restrict
the ability to see far ahead.

Compared with ground environments, airspace con-
fronted by UAVs is relatively simple. According to the In-
ternational Civil Aviation Organization classification,
airspace can be broadly classified as controlled or uncon-
trolled. Controlled refers to an area within current air traffic
control in which the flight shall be flown at a level that is
not below 300m above the highest obstacle of the area.
Therefore, the controlled airspace is mainly obstacle-free.
Uncontrolled airspace may contain positive obstacles, such
as buildings [18]. In addition, complex environmental con-
ditions in airspace (e.g. foliage or haze) can make it difficult
for a UAV to detect objects in the environment.

2.4. A categorization of UAV–UGV coordination
system

The capabilities of UGVs and UAVs determine their func-
tional roles in a UAV–UGV coordination system for a specific
task [19]. The biggest challenge for UAV–UGV collaboration
is how to best leverage the complementary functional roles
of UGVs and UAVs to implement tasks that are difficult for
other types of coordination to complete. The four main
functional roles in the UAV–UGV coordination system are
identified and defined as follows from a control system
viewpoint.

. Sensors are responsible for detecting events or changes
in their environment and sending the information to
other components or vehicles;

. Actuators are responsible for performing some actions
or activities;

. Decision makers are responsible for making decision
(e.g. determining task plans or motion planning) for other
components or vehicles;

. Auxiliary Facilities are responsible for providing chief
agents with energy, communication, computation, and
other services other than the function of sensors, actua-
tors, and decision makers.

Figure 2 illustrates the blocks of functional roles. The
interactions between the blocks and the required func-
tionality from each block are dependent on the goal of
the system (i.e. the application). Existing UAV–UGV
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coordination systems focus on the design of one or more of
these blocks for different applications.

We categorize UAV–UGV coordination systems according
to the functional roles of UGVs and UAVs in such a system
and denote as hX jYi with X ; Y � fS;A;D;AFg, where X and
Y represent the functional role of UAVs and UGVs, respec-
tively. For example, hS;DjAi refers to the category of the
UAV–UGV coordination system in which UAVs take the
sensor and decision-maker roles, and UGVs take the actu-
ator role.

Figure 3 illustrates an overview of the taxonomy that our
review follows according to functional roles in a UAV–UGV
coordination system. The UAV–UGV coordination systems
can be classified into two categories: the systems with dif-
ferent functional roles of UAV/UGV and the systems with
same functional roles. In UAV–UGV coordination systems
with different functional roles, UAVs and UGVs take differ-
ent but complementary functional roles, which provides
widely application prospects in navigation, surveillance,
formation and so on. On the other hand, in UAV–UGV co-
ordination systems with same functional role, by virtue of
the difference in observation accuracy/angles or mechanical
structure, the cooperation among UGVs and UAVs can

obtain better results in navigation, inspection and target
tracking.

3. UAV–UGV Coordination Systems with Different
Functional Roles of UAV/UGV

Since the characteristics of UAVs and UGVs are strongly
complementary, the combination of different functional
roles makes cooperative UAV–UGV coordination systems
promising. First, when capturing ground features, UGVs
acting as actuators are usually limited by their speed and
environmental occlusion, while UAVs acting as sensors can
be deployed to quickly find ground targets. Second, because
UAVs have the advantage of operating at high altitudes,
their auxiliary communication links are less prone to being
blocked by obstacles than those of UGVs. Therefore, un-
connected UGVs located at different positions can be con-
nected indirectly with the support of UAVs serving as
communication relays [20, 21]. Finally, UAVs (especially
smaller ones) are usually restricted by their short voyage
due to the limitation of carried energies, while UGVs acting
as carriers (auxiliary facilities) have larger payload
capability.

3.1. UAVs acting as actuators and UGVs acting
as auxiliary facilities

This type of the UAV–UGV coordination system can be
represented as hAjAFi, in which the UGVs acting as auxiliary
facilities assist UAVs in implementing tasks. On one hand,
the UGV can act as a mobile carrier to carry the UAV near
reconnaissance targets and change the UAVs battery. On the
other hand, the UGV can be a mobile differential Global

Fig. 2. Functional roles in UAV–UGV coordination systems.

Fig. 3. The taxonomy for UAV–UGV coordination system and applications for each kind of the UAV–UGV coordination systems.
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Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) reference station to help
reduce the navigation uncertainty of the UAV.

3.1.1. UGV acting as mobile carrier

Because a UAV can fly over congested roads, it can provide
fast, cost-efficient delivery of goods ordered online or rapid
disaster relief operations [22]. However, because of their
limited battery capacities, the hovering time of UAVs is
quite short, hindering them from performing various re-
mote jobs. In this case, UGVs can be utilized to carry and
assist UAVs in various applications. Fig. 4 shows two
examples for this kind of UAV-UGV coordination system.

A. UAV docking on UGV
Their vertical take-off and landing capability makes UAVs
(mainly quadrotors) particularly suitable for docking onto
UGVs, where the runway for take-off and landing is often
very short. Many studies have focused on the precise
landing ability of UAVs. This capability is important for
autonomous docking of a UAV platform into a moving
recharging station in missions requiring repeated flight

operations and also in information-gathering and -delivery
applications, where the UAV is required to reach a precise,
desired position and then return to a base. Table 2 lists the
approaches for UAV docking on UGV.

Many indoor experiments on autonomous landing on a
slow-moving target are presented in works by the indoor
positioning system. More recently, Rodriguez et al. [25]
presented a vision-based autonomous UAV landing ma-
neuver on top of a moving platform. The maneuver can be
completely learned in simulation without prior human
knowledge and by means of deep reinforcement learning
techniques. Daly et al. [26] presented a novel decentralized
coordination method for the autonomous rendezvous of a
UAV and a UGV, which uses feedback linearization for each
vehicle controller to render the input–output dynamics of
each vehicle linear, and a decentralized linear relative po-
sition controller to drive the vehicles together from an ar-
bitrary initial state.

Many studies describe systems capable of autonomous
outdoor landing. Earlier studies were mostly concerned
with precision landing on a static or slowly moving ground
platform. For example, Lange et al. [27] proposed a vision-
based landing approach in which a custom visual marker
made of concentric rings allows a relative pose estimation
between the UGV and the UAV, and UAV control is per-
formed using optical flow measurements and velocity. Fu
et al. [28] proposed a GPS-based navigation algorithm and
an image-based visual control law to solve the autonomous
landing problem. Yang et al. [23] presented a UAV autono-
mous landing system based on a hybrid camera array in a
GPS-denied environment. This system combines fish eye
images and stereo depth images, and the research proposes
a novel state estimation algorithm to determine the motion
state of the UGV. In addition, the authors proposed a non-
linear control strategy to achieve robust and precise control

Table 2. Approaches for UAV docking on UGV.

UAV type Reference Approach

Indoor Quadrotor Rodriguez et al. [25] Deep reinforcement learning
Quadrotor Daly et al. [26] Decentralized coordination control

Outdoor Quadrotor Lange et al. [27] Vision-based control
Quadrotor Yang et al. [23] Nonlinear control
Quadrotor Fu et al. [28] Vision-based control
Quadrotor Ghommam and Saad [29] Adaptive tracking control
Quadrotor Rucco et al. [30] Optimal control
Quadrotor Xu and Luo [31] Control combined with tracking and
Quadrotor approaching based on the range distance
Quadrotor Baca et al. [33] Model predictive control
fixed-wing Zheng et al. [34] Sliding mode control
VTOL UAV Byun et al. [35] Vision-based control
Helicopter Huang et al. [36] Fixed-time control

Fig. 4. UGV acting as mobile carrier. (a) UGV acting as landing
platform from Yang et al. [23] (b) UGVs acting as the carriers of
UAVs and parcels from Peng et al. [24].
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of the UAV. Based on camera information extracted from the
image plane, Ghommam and Saad [29] introduced a two-
stage landing controller to ensure a safe landing on the
moving platform. In order to reduce the fuel waste and
improve the operation efficiency of UAV when carrying out
low-cost aerial surveillance and mapping tasks, Rucco et al.
[30] arranged UGVs as a mobile refueling unit, where the
UAV will rendezvous with the UGV for refueling during very
windy conditions.

Recent studies have demonstrated the autonomous
landing of a UAV on a high-speed ground vehicle. Xu and
Luo [31] presented a solution capable of landing on a
moving car at speeds of 7m/s. Borowczyk et al. [32] pro-
posed a system that utilizes a vision-based approach com-
bined with IMU and GPS measurements from a cell phone
placed on the ground vehicle. Their proposed solution is
able to track and land on a car moving at speeds of up to
50 km/h. Baca et al. [33] presented a complete system for
the perception, control, and trajectory planning for a UAV to
identify and land on a moving car at 15 km/h.

There are many studies for the autonomous docking
problem for UAVs other than quadrotor. Zheng et al. [34]
designed a sliding mode control law for autonomous land-
ing missions for fixed-wing UAVs to track the desired
landing trajectory and maintain constant relative pitch and
roll angles. Byun et al. [35] developed a smart docking
system for a vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) UAV. The
VTOL UAV can dock on a UGV for their combined operation.
A sphere-shaped mechanical docking interface between the
UAV–UGV is proposed to allow for flexible and accurate
positioning. A vision-based, target-tracking method to en-
hance the precision landing performance also was investi-
gated. Huang et al. [36] presented a new fixed-time control
algorithm to enable the autonomous landing of a helicopter
onto a ships deck in the presence of parametric uncertain-
ties and external disturbances.

Compared with landing on a UGV, an unmanned surface
vehicle (USV) landing mission of the UAV with high accu-
racy is more difficult. Since a USV on an ocean is affected by
wind and waves, the practical motion of a USV in rough sea
conditions cannot be effectively formulated by a UGV. Huang
et al., studied a robust adaptive control approach [37]and a
fixed time control approach [36] for autonomous shipboard
landing by considering the 6 degree-of-freedom (6DOF) full
motion of a USV. Xia et al. [38] proposed a complete solution,
consisting of a mission planning and a nonsingular adaptive
hierarchical control algorithm, to make UAVs land on the
moving ship in rough ocean conditions.

B. Drone-assisted parcel delivery
A number of studies on drone-assisted parcel delivery for
last-mile delivery have been proposed in the literature
[39–42]. The ground vehicle (GV) departs carrying a UAV
and all customer parcels. As the GV drives to a location near

customers, the UAV is launched from the GV, carrying
parcels for individual customers. The UAV then returns to
the GV, which has moved to a new customer location. The
GV is required to load packages, recharge batteries, and to
recover the UAV so it can be secured aboard the UGV while
in transit. In this case, by transporting the UAV closer to
customer locations onboard the truck, the effective flight
range of the UAV can be increased so that it can reach more
customers. Table 3 lists the approaches for drone-assisted
parcel delivery.

This application, although innovative, gives rise to sev-
eral transportation planning problems. Murray and Chu
[39] modeled the UAV-based cargo delivery problem as the
Flying Sidekick Traveling Salesman Problem (FSTSP). The
authors proposed the idea of having a drone attached to the
top of a truck that can make a delivery at the same time
when the truck is making another delivery. Once the drone
finishes making a delivery, it needs to fly back to the truck
at the current delivery location or along its route to the next
delivery location. The authors designed heuristic algorithms
for two UAV delivery VRP problems. Another work [40]
presented a simulated-annealing-based heuristic algorithm
to tackle FSTSP. Ferrandez et al. [41] proposed to first find
the optimal launch locations through clustering and then
determine the vehicle route by using a genetic algorithm.
Campbell et al. [43] formulated and optimized models for
drone delivery in collaboration with a truck. Wang et al.
[42] derived a number of worst-case results on FSTSP, i.e.
the maximum savings that can be obtained from using
drones. Ha et al. [44] proposed a cluster-first, route-second
and a route-first, cluster-second heuristic. More recently,
the same authors [45] investigated a different objective
function: the minimization of the total transportation cost
for both the vehicle and the drone. They proposed a mixed-
integer linear programming (MILP) model and two heur-
istics. Yu et al. [46] introduced a variant of FSTSP: TSP with
mobile recharging stations (TSPMRS). They presented an
algorithm that finds not only the most efficient order in
which to visit the sites but also when and where to land on
the charging stations to recharge.

Agatz et al. [48] developed another type of traveling
salesman problem with drones (TSP-D), in which truck and
drone are making deliveries in parallel. The authors pre-
sented the mixed-integer programming (MIP) model and
proved the theoretical worst-case approximation bound by
solving 12-node problems. They also developed a heuristic
approach following a route first, cluster-second principle
with local search afterward. More recently, the same
authors [49] developed a precise solution for the TSP-D
using the dynamic programming approaches based on the
well-known Bellman–Held–Karp dynamic programming al-
gorithm. This approach was able to find the optimal solu-
tion for problem instances with 10 customers much faster
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than the solution from the integer programming approach
presented by Agatz et al. [48]. Kitjacharoenchai et al. [50]
presented an MIP formulation for TSP-D and developed an
algorithm based on insertion heuristics to solve problems
containing up to 100 locations.

There are also two variants of TSP-D. One is called the
Vehicle Routing Problem with Drone (VRP-D), which was
proposed by Dorling et al. [51]. In VRP-D, a drone may
travel with a truck, take off from its stop to serve customers,
and land at a service hub to travel with another truck as
long as the flying range and loading capacity limitations are
satisfied. Poikonen et al. [52] extended the research and
theoretically analyzed the maximum benefit under ideal
circumstances. The second variant is the same-day delivery
routing problem with heterogeneous fleets (SDDPHF) [53],
in which two fleets of vehicles and drones deliver goods
from the depot to customers who dynamically request
services. When a new customer request arrives, a dis-
patcher has to decide whether to accept the customer for
same-day delivery and, if so, determine the according as-
signment and routing decisions. The literature mentioned
above typically considered only one UAV in vehicle-drone
cooperative goods distribution, while more recent studies
have proposed leveraging multiple UAVs to simultaneously
deliver packages to customers. Peng et al. [24] used a novel
hybrid genetic algorithm to support a GV and multiple UAVs
working cooperatively for efficient parcel delivery. Murray

and Raaj [55] proposed a heuristic approach to solve this
problem. Wang et al. [54] proposed the simultaneous use of
trucks, truck-carried drones, and independent drones to
construct an efficient truck-drone parcel delivery system.

FSTSP and TSP-D restrict the UAV to serving only one
customer per flight. Luo et al. [56] introduced the two-
echelon cooperated routing (TECR) problem in which UAVs
can access multiple targets in one flight and proposed two
heuristics to solve the model. However, it was assumed that
the GV can always find a rendezvous node to recycle the
UAV wherever the UAV takes off. Liu et al. [57] proposed a
two-stage route-based modeling approach to optimize both
the truck’s main route and the UAV’s adjoint flying routes. A
hybrid heuristic integrating nearest neighbor and cost sav-
ing strategies was developed to quickly construct a feasible
solution. The simulated annealing algorithm was integrated
with Tabu search, to improve the quality of the solution as
well as the search efficiency.

3.1.2. UGV act as mobile reference station

UAVs are often confronted with GNSS-challenged environ-
ments when performing tasks. For example, a small quad-
rotor might be used for bridge inspection or structural
health monitoring, for surveillance applications in urban
environments, or for applications that require UAVs to
transition from indoor-to-outdoor operations or vice versa.

Table 3. Different problems and solution approaches for drone-assisted parcel delivery.

Problem Reference Solution procedure

2E-VRP Manyam et al. [47] Branch-and-cut algorithm

FSTSP Murray and Chu [39] Greedy heuristic algorithm
Ponza et al. [40] Simulated-annealing (SA) algorithm

Ferrandez et al. [41] Genetic algorithm
Wang et al. [42] Deriving worst-case results

Campbell et al. [43] Deriving an approximation model
Ha et al. [44] TSP-LS and

Greedy randomized adaptive search procedure
Ha et al. [45] Two heuristic rules

TSPMRS Yu et al. [46] Model transformation method

TSP-D Agatz et al. [48] Route-first, cluster-second heuristics
Agatz et al. [49] Dynamic programming approach

Kitjacharoenchai et al. [50] Insertion heuristics
VRP-D Dorling et al. [51] SA algorithm

Poikonen et al. [52] Extending the worst-case bounds
SDDPHF Ulmer et al. [53] Approximate dynamic programming
TSP-D with multiple UAVs Peng et al. [24] Hybrid genetic algorithm

Wang et al. [54] Hybrid truck-drone delivery algorithm
Murray and Raaj [55] Three-phase heuristic solution approach

TECR Luo et al. [56] Two heuristic rules
Liu et al. [57] Simulated annealing algorithm
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Collaborative positioning techniques with UAV–UGV coor-
dination use locally available or opportunistic measure-
ments, such as measurements from UGVs, to help reduce
navigation uncertainty, as shown in Fig. 5.

The UGV effectively assumes the role of a mobile differ-
ential GNSS reference station, while the UAV is the roving
receiver. Furthermore, the UGV also acts as an additional
GNSS satellite by providing a cooperative ranging mea-
surement between the UAV and UGV. Sivaneri and Gross
[58] focused on the design of the optimal motion of the UGV
to best aid the UAVs navigation, and developed two novel
cooperative strategies as well as two estimation strategies
for the UGV to assist a UAV. Sivaneri and Gross [59] pre-
sented an experimental flight test evaluation of the pro-
posed cooperative strategies. Jung and Ariyur [60] bolstered
UAV GPS data accuracy through the use of relative posi-
tioning and GPS data of UGV. The multiple low-quality GPS
modules on a UGV within line-of-sight (LoS) of the UAV are
used to bolster UAV’s GPS data accuracy.

3.2. UAVs acting as sensors and UGVs acting
as auxiliary facilities

The UAV can hover in some crucial areas or fly at low
altitude for making closer measurements, which means the
versatility of smaller-scale UAVs enables them to make
more accurate detection. However, the limited flight time of
small UAVs means they have difficulty in inspecting long
distances. Acting as a moving station, the UGV can offset the
UAVs flight time disadvantage and enable it to collect data
in a very large area.

This type of UAV–UGV coordination system, represented
by hSjAFi, is often deployed to inspect critical infrastructure,
such as precision agriculture, target surveillance, and power
line inspection. Tokekar et al. [4] built a UAV–UGV data
collection system for precision agriculture, which uses the
UAV for making measurements and the UGV for the trans-
port of the UAV due to its limited energy. Ropero et al. [61]
introduced a hybrid UGV-UAV system designed to achieve a

set of target points distributed around an exploration area.
Liu et al. [62] investigated a novel high-voltage power line
inspection system that consisted of the GV and drone
working cooperatively. The GV acts as a mobile platform that
can launch and recycle the drone, while the drone can fly
over the power line for making inspections within its limited
flight time. Zhu and Wen [63] built an electronic patrol
system consisting of the cruise vehicles and communication,
detection, and command-and-control networks for the USV-
UAV. Based on an analysis of the problems faced by collab-
orative USV-UAV systems, they established a model to eval-
uate the effectiveness of such synergistic cruises.

The studies mentioned above for UGV-assisted UAV in-
spection considered only one UAV, incapable of concur-
rently serving multiple targets distributed in an area. More
recent work [64, 65] has employed multiple drones to serve
multiple targets in parallel, which can significantly enhance
efficiency and expand service areas. Hu et al. [65] proposed
using a vehicle carrying multiple UAVs to perform sensing
tasks over a target area. Another work [66] studied a UGV-
assisted UAV inspection problem. Multiple UAVs were
launched and recycled from the UGV in different locations,
maximizing time efficiency for the UGV and the UAVs. Peng
et al. [64] proposed a novel hybrid genetic algorithm, which
supports the cooperation of one UGV and multiple drones
for wide-area inspection applications.

3.3. UAVs acting as sensors and UGVs acting
as actuators

In this type of the UAV–UGV coordination system, repre-
sented by hSjAi, UAVs act as sensors to collect and transmit
the information pertaining to the environment or tasks,
while UGVs plan their paths to perform tasks according to
the received information. UAVs can rapidly capture this
information because of their speed and broader range of
vision. Therefore, using UAVs to transmit the gathered en-
vironment and task information to UGVs can significantly
accelerate the response to the changes in tasks and
environments. Fig. 6 shows the type of hSjAi UAV–UGV co-
ordination systems under different autonomy levels of UAV.

Earlier studies of this application relied on manual flight
control of the air vehicle to collect data from the area before
deploying the ground vehicle. For example, Stentz et al. [67]
demonstrated that the precollected aerial data can improve
the efficiency of planning for UGVs, even when the maps
generated were out of date due to changes in the environ-
ment. Stentz et al. [68] and Vandapel et al. [69] introduced
similar multi-robot systems in which the ground navigation
capability of a UGV was enhanced by pre-collected LIDAR
data obtained by the aerial vehicle.

As autonomous exploration technology becomes more
advanced, the UAV can collect the ground image, which is

Fig. 5. UAV–UGV coordination system to improve positioning in
challenging GNSS environments from Sivaneri and Gross [58].
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then processed with image denoising, image correction, and
obstacle recognition to construct the ground map auto-
matically, and the UGV can avoid obstacles and perform
tasks [3]. Giakoumidis et al. [70] used a UAV to detect
obstacles in an indoor environment. The UAV generated a
slowness map, which represented the change in distance to
the nearest obstacle at each point in the map, and decided
on a minimum time trajectory for a UGV. Käslin et al. [71]
presented a localization method based on elevation maps
for UGVs. The method allows a UGV to find its relative po-
sition and orientation within the reference map provided by
a UAV without relying on GPS. Zhang et al. [72] developed
an autonomous air–ground cooperative field surveillance
system, in which the UAV provides a birds eye view to the
UGV for collision avoidance and path planning. When the
task is finished, the UAV will land on the UGV. Peterson
et al. [73] presented a UAV–UGV coordination system that
utilized the overhead view of the UAV to determine the path
plan for the UGV in real time.

Lazna et al. [16] utilized a UAV to not only generate a 2D
map but also to create a 3D map of the region of interest via
photogrammetric techniques. The map helps a UGV to plan
a trajectory along which the regions of interest are sear-
ched. Kim et al. [74] showed how two UAVs can provide
stereo vision to a UGV and compute altitude maps, which
are then used by the UGV in its decision-making processes.

Advances in UAV technology can provide object identi-
fication and analysis, which has enabled studies proposing
many novel applications for a UAV–UGV coordination sys-
tem. MacArthur et al. [75] used a stereo system on a UAV to
identify simulated land mines in images, localize marked
points in the images of an open field, and send a UGV to
those locations. Deusdado et al. [76] presented a robotic
team suited for sampling and retrieving bottom sediment in
mudflats. The robotic team included a UGV, equipped with a
drilling tool designed to be able to retain wet soil, and a
UAV for building a high-resolution geo-referenced mosaic
from a set of aerial images. Jung et al. [77] introduced an
algal-bloom UAV–USV coordination system named ARROS.
The UAV flies over the surface of a river or lake for moni-
toring in order to rapidly detect and locate algal blooms,

while the USV plans its path to remove harmful algal
blooms according to the locations of algal blooms detected
by the UAV.

3.4. UAVs acting as sensors as well as decision makers
and UGVs acting as actuators

In this type of the UAV–UGV coordination system, repre-
sented by hS;DjAi, UAVs provide UGVs with environmental
information and monitor the UGVs. Therefore, the UAVs act
as an “eye-in-the-sky” and decision maker for providing
guidance for UGVs, as shown in Fig. 7.

Michael et al. [78,79] proposed an abstraction model for
a UGV team that allows the UAV to control the team without
any knowledge of the specificity of individual vehicles. The
abstraction model includes a gross model of the shape of
the formation of the team and information about the posi-
tion and orientation of the team in the plane. Chaimowicz
and Kumar [80] addressed the problem of deploying many
UGVs in urban environments where a group of UAVs can be
used to coordinate the UGVs. In the UAV–UGV coordination
system, UAVs with aerial cameras can be used to monitor
and command a swarm of UGVs, controlling the shape
(distribution) and motion of each group. Similarly, Aranda
et al. [81] proposed a vision-based control method to drive
a set of robots moving on the ground to a desired formation
using multiple camera-equipped UAVs as control units.
Each camera views, and is used to control, a subset of the
ground team. This method can be considered to be a

Fig. 6. The type of hSjAi UAV–UGV coordination system under different autonomy levels of UAV.

Fig. 7. UAVs acting as an “eye-in-the-sky”and decision maker to
provide the guidance for UGVs from Aranda et al. [81] and from
Mathews et al. [84].
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partially distributed solution, combining the simplicity of
centralized schemes with the scalability and robustness of
distributed strategies. More recently, the same authors [82]
presented another vision-based control method that
demands only simple resources from UGVs and does not
need a complex coordination strategy for the UAVs. This
method provides a flexible architecture and has useful
decoupling properties and robustness to various typical
sources of errors.

UAVs can serve as escorts for UGVs, providing privileged
eye-in-the-sky data to avert potential problems on UGVs.
Rao et al. [83] controlled the motion of a UGV along a de-
sired trajectory using observations from a camera on a UAV.
Mathews et al. [84] introduced supervised morphogenesis,
which enables UAVs to provide assistance for self-assem-
bling UGVs. The UAVs exploit their elevated position to
characterize the environment and view the environment to
supervise and control a morphology formation of UGVs. The
UGVs rely on UAVs to act as an “eye-in-the-sky” to form new
morphologies.

3.5. UAVs acting as auxiliary facilities and UGVs acting
as actuators

In this type of the UAV–UGV coordination system, repre-
sented as hAFjAi, the UAV, as an auxiliary facility, can provide
communication to UGVs. When UGVs are required to de-
centralize the execution of tasks in a collective manner
within a large area, they utilize a great deal of energy for
communications. Hence, energy-efficient techniques that
consider the constrained capacity of the batteries of UGVs
are needed. Collecting a massive amount of data using tra-
ditional multi-hop forwarding will involve heavy use of the
underlying energy-scarce nodes and inherently unreliable
wireless links, leading to reduced network lifetimes and low
data collection rates, respectively. Owing to their elevation,
UAVs have more chances of LoS connections toward the
users/UGVs, as shown in Fig. 8. Oubbati et al. [85] performed
a comprehensive survey of position-based routing protocols
for flying (UAV) ad hoc networks with their various cate-
gories and compared the advantages andweaknesses of each
protocol. Oubbati et al. [86] presented the architecture,
constraints, mobility models, routing techniques, and simu-
lation tools dedicated to these flying ad hoc networks.

UAVs can hover at fixed locations to provide coverage of
the areas requiring communication or to enhance the cov-
erage of public safety communications. Oubbati et al. [87]
characterized the properties of a UAV-assisted vehicular ad
hoc network in urban environments and further proposed
a network routing protocol for reliable data delivery.
Mozaffari et al. [88] considered a UAV-assisted downlink
network based on device-to-device communications.

Scenarios with static UAVs and mobile UAVs were each
analyzed. For the static UAV scenario, the authors provided
optimal settings for the UAV altitude to maximize the cov-
erage probability and the system sum-rate. For the mobile
UAV scenario, the authors provided a minimum UAV alti-
tude (minimum transmit power) to completely cover the
entire area.

Xiao et al. [89] formulated a UAV-aided vehicular ad hoc
network (VANET) transmission game and derived the Nash
equilibria of the game to determine the impacts of the UAV
transmission costs and the radio channel condition on
communication performance of the VANET against smart
jamming. A hotbooting anti-jamming relay strategy is used
for a UAV to select the optimal relay scheme without
knowing the VANET model and the jamming model. Multi-
ple UAVs, forming an aerial subnetwork, use relaying and
multi-hop communication methods for extending the cov-
erage. Zhou et al. [90] constructed a two-layer networking
architecture to support the concept of multi-UGV coordi-
nation. This involved multiple UAVs forming an aerial
subnetwork and aiding the ground vehicular subnetwork
through air-to-air and air-to-ground communications.
Cheng et al. [91] proposed an air–ground integrated mobile
edge network. In the network, multiple drone cells were
deployed in a flexible manner to provide agile radio access
network coverage for the temporally and spatially changing
users (UGVs) and data traffic.

Because of their mobility, UAVs can be an efficient way to
provide temporary communication networks when con-
ventional terrestrial networks are damaged or when UGVs
are scattered in a large area. Shi et al. [92] proposed a
comprehensive architecture of the drone-assisted vehicular
networks and described their potential applications.
Merwaday and Guvenc [93] analyzed the throughput gains
of public safety communications brought about by UAVs

Fig. 8. UAVs to provide communication for UGVs.
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through simulations. Zhang and Liu [94] used two cooper-
ative UAVs to achieve the downlink transmission over a
large number of emergency response rescue vehicles on the
ground in post-disaster areas. Based on tools of stochastic
geometry, a theoretical framework was developed to derive
the coverage probability and average achievable rate in
closed forms for the overlaying multi-UAV multi-channel
downlink scenario. Jia and Zhang [95] modeled a UAV base
station in ground-to-air cooperative networks to improve
connectivity among vehicles in areas affected by disaster. A
scenario involving multiple UAVs was analyzed to deter-
mine the minimum number of UAVs needed to guarantee a
target connectivity threshold among vehicles for a given
geographical area and vehicle density. Zhu et al. [96] pro-
posed a 3D nonstationary geometry-based stochastic
channel model for UAV-ground communication systems and
investigated the computation and optimization methods of
time-variant channel parameters, as well as analyzing the
theoretical statistical properties.

Network performance and lifespan may be strongly af-
fected by a UAVs moving trajectory, so some studies have
focused on the UAV mobility model and energy consump-
tion. Choi et al. [97] formulated an off-line trajectory opti-
mization problem for determining the energy-efficient
maneuvering of the UAV-based relay and solved it using a
direct shooting method. Our previous work [21] investi-
gated a path planning problem for the messenger UAV to
support indirect communications among all UGVs. A heu-
ristic method was introduced to find the shortest route for
enabling the UAV to deliver information to all requesting
UGVs. To enhance covert communication performance,
Zhou et al. [98, 99] jointly optimized the UAVs trajectory
and transmitted power in terms of maximizing the average
covert transmission rate from the UAV to a UGV, subject to
transmission outage constraints and covertness constraints.

4. UAV–UGV Coordination Systems with Same
Functional Role of UAV/UGV

As heterogeneous robots, UGVs and UAVs have a significant
difference in observation accuracy, observation angles, and
mechanical structure. Therefore, better results in naviga-
tion, inspection and target tracking can be obtained by ef-
fectively coordinating UGVs and UAVs with the same
functional role.

4.1. UAVs and UGVs acting as sensors

This type of UAV–UGV coordination systems can be repre-
sented as hSjSi, in which UAVs and UGVs act as sensors to
generally implement data collection and navigation tasks.

4.1.1. Data collection

UAV–UGV coordination systems have recently emerged as a
tool for collecting spatial information in real time from nat-
ural environments. Since the UGVs can be delegated to collect
the ground data while UAVs cover the air or the sea, the
combination of data collected from the UAV and UGV can be
used to conduct a thorough investigation of the environment.

Shkurti et al. [100] described a UAV–UGV coordination
system for helping scientists to inspect marine ecosystems.
In this system, UAVs and UGVs communicate with off-site
scientists and operate in a hierarchical structure to auton-
omously collect visual footage of interesting underwater
regions from multiple scales. Similarly, Reineman et al.
[101] introduced a system of ship-launched fixed-wing
UAVs for measuring the marine atmospheric boundary
layer and ocean surface processes. The UAV measurements,
including atmospheric momentum and radiative heat fluxes,
are complemented by measurements from ship-based in-
strumentation. Maini et al. [102] proposed a heterogeneous
team of aerial and ground robots that were tasked with
monitoring a terrain along a given path. Both types of
robots were equipped with cameras that can monitor the
terrain within their fields-of-view. Nikolakopoulos et al.
[103] presented the synergistic use of the UAV–UGV coor-
dination system to investigate and map a beachrock for-
mation on Syros Island, Greece.

UAV–UGV coordination systems can be used for auto-
mated monitoring in precision agriculture, thereby reducing
cost and limiting human exposure to dangerous agricultural
chemicals. For example, UAVs can provide information
about crops such as unhealthy and stressed plants to UGVs,
and the UGVs can then be used for care of crops such as
removal of diseased plants, extraction of tissue samples, and
water and fertilizer applications. Roldan et al. [104] pro-
posed a UAV–UGV coordination system to monitor envi-
ronmental variables in greenhouses. UAVs and UGVs are
equipped with sensors for measuring temperature, humid-
ity, luminosity, and carbon dioxide concentration, all of
which are relevant variables for controlling and monitoring
the conditions of crops.

The UAV–UGVs ability to cooperatively search for haz-
ardous radiation sources provides a safer approach than
what is possible with manned survey teams. Christie et al.
[105] presented systems, algorithms, and experiments to
perform a radiation search autonomously using a UAV–UGV
coordination system. When searching for hazardous radia-
tion sources, the UAV is capable of autonomously scanning
large areas to collect radiation data, and the UGV could
reach the radiological point of interest to collect additional
radiation data, transmit video to operators at a remote base
station, and update other unmanned systems simulta-
neously searching the area.
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4.1.2. Mapping and target location

When UAVs and UGVs perform mapping and target location,
there is a significant difference in the data types, observa-
tion angles, and observation accuracy each provides.
Therefore, a better result on mapping and localization can
be obtained by integrating these different data.

Qin et al. [1] introduced an autonomous exploration and
mapping system using a UAV–UGV coordination system in
GPS-denied environments. In this system, the UGV carried
out fast autonomous exploration and active 2.5-D simulta-
neous localization and mapping (SLAM) to generate a coarse
environment model, which serves as a navigation reference
for subsequent complementary 3D fine-mapping conducted
by a UAV. Hsieh et al. [106] assembled a team of aerial and
ground robots to monitor a small village and search for and
localize human targets. The UAVs generated the maps used
to design navigation controllers and plan missions for the
UGV team. The UGVs constructed a map of the radio signal
strength for use as an aid in planning missions. Cai and
Kousuke [107] proposed a method to achieve the cognitive
sharing among UGVs and UAVs by identifying the same ob-
ject. The same authors [108] proposed another cognitive
sharing method based on edge-label subgraph matching for
object recognition. This method was applied to the naviga-
tion systemwhere a UAV directs a ground robot to the target
position via cognitive sharing.

4.2. UAVs and UGVs acting as sensors and actuators

The complementary strengths of air-ground-based sensors
and actuators encourage the cooperative use of both UAVs
and UGVs for target tracking. This type of UAV–UGV coor-
dination system can be represented as hS;AjS;Ai.

The main advantages of target tracking using UAVs are
that they have a wide field of view and can cover large
areas quickly [109]. However, sensors mounted on UAVs
are unable to localize the target on the ground accurately
due to the limits on altitude and airspeed. UGVs are slower
and have a more limited field of view, but they are capable
of getting closer to targets and resolving their relative
locations with greater accuracy. In addition, in a pursuit-
evasion scenario, a ground vehicle has the ability to “cap-
ture” a target, whereas the UAV can only observe and
inform.

Tanner et al. [110] proposed a switched control archi-
tecture between UAVs and UGVs to track a moving target. In
this work, the UAVs and the UGVs were deployed in groups
to detect and track moving targets in certain regions.
However, the UGV were modeled as point masses without
differentiating their respective motion constraints. Fur-
thermore, a localization approach was not provided [1]. Yu

et al. [111] designed a cooperative path planning algorithm
for tracking a moving target using both UGVs and UAVs. The
authors extended the algorithm to multi-vehicle collabora-
tion scenarios. In the algorithm, a decentralized planning
algorithm relying on an auction scheme plans finite look-
ahead paths that maximize the sum of the joint probability
of detection over all vehicles. Similarly, vidal et al. [112] and
Yu et al. [113] proposed probabilistic path planning algo-
rithms for UAVs and UGVs to cooperatively track moving
targets.

In addition to tracking a certain target, Minaeian et al.
[114] used the complementary capabilities of UGVs and
UAVs to track and control crowds on a border area. On the
UAV, a customized motion detection algorithm is applied to
follow the crowd from a mounted moving camera. Due to
the UAVs lower resolution and broader detection range,
UGVs with higher resolution and fidelity were used to de-
tect individual humans, as well as moving landmarks to
localize the detected crowds with unknown independently
moving patterns at each time point.

4.3. UAVs and UGVs acting as decision makers and
actuators

Cooperative formation in the UAV–UGV coordination sys-
tems, represented by hA;DjA;Di, is a class of heterogeneous
multi-agent collaboration. Due to the different character-
istics of UAVs and UGVs, such as dynamic behavior, sensor
capabilities, and computational power, the formation con-
trol in a UAV–UGV coordination system can be quite chal-
lenging. Current application areas of formation for UAV–
UGV coordination systems include search and rescue
operations, coverage tasks, and security patrols. Table 4
lists the approaches used in this type of the UAV–UGV co-
ordination systems.

The formation studies for UAV–UGV coordination sys-
tems can be classified into two groups. The first group
includes studies where the coordination is done by a cen-
tralized unit that can oversee the whole group and com-
mand the individual robots accordingly. For example,
Santana et al. [115] proposed a centralized control struc-
ture for a leader-follower formation involving a UGV-UAV
team. Rabelo et al. [116] proposed a centralized control for
a heterogeneous line formation composed by a UAV and a
UGV. The virtual structure is the approach chosen, where
the structure considered is the line whose extremities are
the two robots. The centralized algorithms rely on perfect
communication but are prone to fail due to a connection
failure or occurring fault in the controller.

The second group contains distributed formation
methods for achieving the coordination. In decentralized
approaches, a local controller is designated for each agent,
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and the control signals are provided using local information
of agents and their neighbors. This approach is better able
to avoid communication failures, and also the local pro-
cessors perform fewer processing routines. Rahimi et al.
[117] studied a time-varying formation of UGVs and UAVs.
By considering coupling between the individuals in a
neighborhood and a synchronization method, a proper
controller is proposed for each individual, which provides
acceptable performance in a changing topology. Ivancevic
et al. [118] proposed a decentralized framework for pre-
diction and control of a large-scale joint swarm of UGVs and
UAVs, performing a joint autonomous land–air operation.
Neto et al. [119] designed a decentralized control law to
govern UGVs in line formation, following the forward speed
of the leading vehicle as UGVs and UAVs maintain a pre-
scribed distance between each other. Tran et al. [120]
proposed a switching formation control law based on the
relative-position consensus for UGVs and UAVs moving in
formation. All agents can automatically create a new safe
formation to overcome obstacles, then restore the proto-
type formation once the obstacles are cleared. Xiong et al.
[121] analyzed the dynamic output feedback consensus
control problem of the UAV–UGV coordination system
under the leader-follower formation with a dynamic
quantizer.

Kamel et al. [122] investigated a fault-tolerant coopera-
tive control strategy for a team of UAVs and UGVs in the
presence of actuator faults. A broken UGV that cannot
complete its assigned task will exit the formation mission,
and a fault-tolerant cooperative control (FTCC) strategy is
designed to reassign the mission to the remaining healthy
vehicles. If the faulty UGV can continue the mission with
degraded performance, the other team members will re-
configure their controllers, taking into consideration the
capability of the faulty UGV.

5. Discussion

5.1. Publication outlets for different types of UAV–UGV
coordination systems

The previous section reviewed existing studies of UAV–UGV
coordination systems, according to the functional roles of
UAVs and UGVs. Figure 9 illustrates the number of papers
published during the period of 2015–2020 on the eight
types of UAV–UGV coordination systems. It is quite clear
that the studies for the UAV–UGV coordination systems
with different functional roles, as opposed to those with the
same roles, are receiving more attention. This may be be-
cause the combination of different roles can develop the
advantages of the complementarities in the characteristics
between UGVs and UAVs. For the UAV–UGV coordination
systems with different functional roles, the studies on hAjA
Fi have drawn a great deal of attention, while the number of
studies on hS;DjAi is still fairly limited. In hS;DjAi, UAVs
acting as decision makers require a high autonomy to make
decisions on their own as well as UGVs and adapt to
changes in the environment.

5.2. Coordination mode in the UAV–UGV coordination
systems

5.2.1. Perception coordination

The coordination of perception between UAVs and UGVs
allows the UAV–UGV coordination systems to precisely
model their environment from sensory information and
obtain knowledge of how their actions are affecting the
environment. To measure variables in the environment or
track objects, techniques of perception coordination using
the UAV–UGV coordination systems are studied to obtain
more accurate, more complete, or more dependable infor-
mation. According to the coordination pattern of informa-
tion flow between sensors, the type of perception

Table 4. Coordination approaches in the hA;DjA;Di type of UAV–
UGV coordination systems.

The way of
coordination Reference Approach

Centralized
coordination

Santana et al. [115] Leader-follower
formation control

Rabelo et al. [116] Formation control
based on virtual
structure

Decentralized
coordination

Rahimi et al. [117] Lyapunov-based control
Ivancevic et al. [118] Hamiltonian control
Neto et al. [119] Convoy control
Tran et al. [120] NI consensus control
Xiong et al. [121] l2 � l1 control
Kamel et al. [122] FTCC strategy

Fig. 9. The number of recent publications on the eight kinds of
the UAV–UGV coordination systems.
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coordination (sensor fusion) can mainly be divided into
complementary and cooperative coordination. In the com-
plementary coordination, multiple information sources
supply different information about the same features, e.g.
literature [102, 105]. Cooperative coordination uses the
information extracted by multiple independent sensors to
provide information that would not be available from a
single sensor, e.g. literature [100, 101, 104]. SLAM for UAV–
UGV coordination systems has been developed to simulta-
neously generate a map of the environment and localize
themselves within this map. SLAM leverages heterogeneous
robot cooperation to tackle complex environments. Dis-
tributed SLAM with sparse robot networks and decen-
tralized active SLAM [106] that enabled robot teams to
traverse and map the environment were also investigated.

In addition, to reduce the uncertainty of information,
perception coordination in UAV–UGV coordination systems
can extend the range of system perception. In hSjAFi, UGVs
acting as mobile carriers assist UAVs in inspecting the
critical infrastructure in a large area, such as precision ag-
riculture, target surveillance, and power line inspection.

5.2.2. Planning and Decision-making coordination

Planning and Decision-making are critical components of
autonomy in UAV–UGV coordination systems. These com-
ponents are responsible for making decisions that range
from task planning, and path (motion) planning. Task
planning is designed to solve the problem of which UGV/
UAV should execute which task. This involves task decom-
position and task allocation. Path (motion) planning is
designed to generate the path of each robot [123]. So far, the
research on planning and decision-making coordination has
been mainly concentrated on the path (motion) planning
problem, even though task allocation can directly influence
the effect of path planning. Task allocation can be consid-
ered an instance of the well-known optimal assignment
problem. A comprehensive taxonomy for task allocation of
the multi-agent system can be found in [124]. Since the
UAV–UGV coordination systems face constraints that het-
erogeneous multi-agent systems do not encounter, includ-
ing spatial, temporal, sensing, and communication
constraints, task allocation algorithms for UAV–UGV coor-
dination systems have been developed. Examples include
heuristics [55, 56], policy function approximation based on
geographical districting [53], the K-means clustering
method [125], and a hybrid genetic algorithm [24].

The path (motion) planning problem is to find optimal
paths �ð�Þ : ½0; 1� ! X in the configuration space X for
individuals in a UAV–UGV coordination system that starts at
the initial configuration and reaches the goal region while
satisfying given global and local constraints (e.g. the dif-
ferential constraints of vehicles). In addition, the path

planning problem should consider not only any obstacles
(whether static or dynamic) in the environment but also
any possible interference between robots. There are several
types of path problems defined in UAV–UGV coordination
systems.

. Point-to-point path planning, that is, to find optimal paths
that will drive vehicles from the start to the goal config-
uration. See, for example, the UGV path planning problem
[16, 71, 72, 107, 108] with the map generated by UAV in
hSjD;Ai and hSjSi.

. Coverage path planning, that is, to plan an optimal path
that passes over all points of an area or volume of in-
terest. See, for example, the target search problem [75,
77] in hSjD;Ai.

. Multiple waypoint path planning, that is, to find the
shortest possible route that stops at each waypoint. See,
for example, the Drone-UGV parcel delivery problem
[39–43] in hAjAFi, the UGV-assisted surveillance problem
[4, 61–63] in hSjAFi, and the messenger UAV path plan-
ning problem [21, 98, 99] in hAFjAi.

5.2.3. Motion coordination

The object of motion coordination in UAV–UGV coordination
systems is to have UAVs and UGVs move according to some
constraints on the team as a whole [126], such as formation
[127], manipulation [128], target search/tracking [129], and
dispersion/aggregation. In these problems, the motions of
individual robots are no longer independent of each other;
instead, the groupmust move in synchrony according to pre-
defined motion constraints for the entire team.

In general, two strategies can be adopted for motion
coordination in UAV–UGV coordination systems: centralized
coordination and distributed coordination. In centralized
coordination, all computations and controls are performed
in a global central station, which may result in a high
communication burden, high computational load, and high
memory requirements. Distributed coordination requires
no central controller, and all measures and controls are
performed by individuals in UAV–UGV coordination sys-
tems. Although both strategies are considered workable
depending on the conditions of the real applications, the
distributed motion coordination is considered the more
promising of the two due to many physical constraints such
as narrow communication bandwidths, limited computing/
memory resources, and the large sizes of vehicles to man-
age and control.

Distributed motion coordination in UAV–UGV coordina-
tion systems requires robots to coordinate motions either
(1) relative to other robots; (2) relative to the environment;
(3) relative to external agents; or (4) relative to robots and
the environment.
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Much of the current research on motion coordination in
UAV–UGV coordination systems is aimed at developing
specific algorithms to one or more of the behaviors of UAVs
and UGVs listed in Table 5. In general, most current work on
motion coordination, especially for distributed coordina-
tion, is aimed at understanding the theoretical formal con-
trol principles that can predictably converge to the desired
group behaviors and remain in stable states.

6. Challenges and Insights

The great heterogeneity and complementaries between
UAVs and UGVs in dynamics, speed, sensing, communica-
tion, and functions enable UAV–UGV coordination systems
to efficiently complete many complicated tasks [6]. These
advantages lead to better performance than having a single
powerful but complex robot or homogeneous robots per-
forming the same task. However, it also increases the
complexity of the design process. Many challenges still face
the research community before UAV–UGV coordination
systems that are able to perform complex tasks can be
deployed. In this section, we discuss some of the challenges
pertaining to designing UAV–UGV coordination systems and
provide some insights on future research directions.

6.1. Task modeling and identification

Modeling and identifying the task scenarios lies at the root
of UAV–UGV coordination systems. According to the system
goal, tasks can be identified and modeled at multiple levels
of abstraction as required to support the purpose of UAV–
UGV cooperation. Analysis of the obtained models can re-
veal further information about the way in which a task is
achieved, the task relevance, etc. However, current studies
mostly require the system designer to manually model
tasks. To aid UAV–UGV coordination systems in completing

complex tasks in uncertain environments, the step of task
modeling and identification should be automated as con-
ditions change.

6.2. Dynamic Functional Role Allocation

Although there exist many studies for UAV–UGV coordina-
tion with the fixed functional roles, it seems still rare to see
the UAV–UGV coordination systems with dynamic func-
tional roles. The dynamic property for functional role is of
particular importance to examine the adaptivity level of
UAV–UGV coordination systems. The role assignments can
be dynamic and time-variant to better cope with the com-
plexity of tasks and variability in environments. Therefore,
the functional roles of individual vehicles might have to be
dynamically altered and assigned new roles before the
completion of their assigned tasks. In addition, the role
assignments should also take into consideration the tradeoff
between the redundancy of vehicle capabilities and the fault
tolerance or robustness to the failures of vehicles.

6.3. Computational complexity

UAV–UGV coordination approaches should be computa-
tionally efficient due to the need for real-time response in
some applications or the lack of enough computational
resources of robots. UAVs/UGVs generally are limited on
computational capability due to size and weight constraints
and might not be able to offload their computations to the
cloud due to bandwidth scarcity, poor or unreliable con-
nectivity, and minimum latency requirements. The interac-
tions among UGVs and UAVs increase the computational
cost per robot as the number of robots increases. Tightly
coordinated tasks also increase the computational burden
due to the large amount of communication and data ex-
change among robots [130]. This imposes the aforemen-
tioned challenge of developing efficient coordination
approaches but should also encourage researchers to design
more advanced embedded hardware technology.

6.4. Scalability and heterogeneity tradeoff

In order to operate effectively in different scenarios, a UAV–
UGV coordination system needs to be scalable and adapt-
able in order to cope with the dynamic environment and
complexity of tasks. Having UAVs and UGVs act on the en-
vironment simultaneously further increases the uncertainty
in the system. Many decentralized planning and control
algorithms for the UAV–UGV coordination system have been
proposed in the literature but still face challenges when
dealing with the tradeoff between scalability and robot

Table 5. Various motion coordination in UAV–UGV coordination
systems.

Relative motion requirements Tasks of UGVs and UAVs

Relative to other robots Formations in hA;DjA;Di,
Docking in hAjAFi

Relative to the environment Search in hSjD;Ai, Localization
and mapping in hSjSi,
Coverage, Deployment

Relative to external agents Pursuit and target tracking in
hS;AjS;Ai

Relative to other robots and
the environment

Escort in hS;DjAi
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heterogeneity in highly dynamic environments. Therefore,
developing planning algorithms that strike a task-appro-
priate balance between scalability and heterogeneity will
result in increased use of UAV–UGV coordination systems.
Hierarchical approaches where local interactions are dense
and global interactions are sparse could be adopted to
improve system scalability.

6.5. Human-in-the-loop

The term human-in-the-loop refers to a system architecture
that requires robots to interact with humans. Humans in-
volvement can transmit the necessary intervention to an
individual vehicle or a group of vehicles in order to execute
actions alongside other vehicles. The benefits of such sys-
tems include improving task performance of the UAV–UGV
coordination system, managing the UAV–UGV coordination
system to support human beings, and improving system
adaptability and resistance to environmental stochasticity.
However, this system also faces challenges such as human
factors and understanding the intention of humans. There-
fore, determining whether human-in-the-loop is an asset or
liability in a given scenario is key to choosing the system
architecture that would be the most efficient in terms of
completion of tasks.

7. Conclusion

The coordination between UAVs and UGVs has been
attracting more and more attention. This paper systemati-
cally reviews the advances in UAV–UGV coordination sys-
tems from 2015 to 2020 and performs a comprehensive
investigation and analysis on the recent research. We
identify four key functional roles in the UAV–UGV coordi-
nation system: sensor, actuator, decision maker, and auxil-
iary facility. Close collaboration among these functional
roles can increase the UAV–UGVs coordination as it pertains
to perception, communication, task performance, and
planning. Beyond the four functional roles, the UAV–UGV
coordination system has been further classified into eight
categories. The functional-role-based category has provided
new insights into the analysis of the various patterns of
UAV–UGV coordination. This paper also discusses chal-
lenges pertaining to UAV–UGV coordination that have yet to
be sufficiently addressed.
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